Chapter Three: Political Protests before Stonewall (1965-1969)


Documents 48-49: Dewey’s Sit-In in Philadelphia (1965)


Document 51: Grace Cathedral Demonstration in San Francisco (1965)


**Documents 52-53: Compton’s Cafeteria Demonstrations and Riot in San Francisco (1966)**


**Document 54: Gay Sip-In in New York City (1966)**


The document reprinted in *The Stonewall Riots* is Don Slater, “Protest on Wheels,” *Tangents*, May 1966, 4-8.


Document 56: Tenderloin “Sweep-In” in San Francisco (1966)


Document 58: Chicago Newspaper Demonstrations (1966)


For documents related to a homophile movement demonstration at the California State Fair in Sacramento on 1 and 4 Sep. 1966, see “Homosexual Group Fights Ban at Fair,” San Francisco Chronicle, 22 Aug. 1966, 1, 8; “State Fair Homosexual Ban Upheld,” San
Document 59: Los Angeles Demonstrations against Police Abuses (1967)


Document 60: Sir Lady Java Demonstration in Los Angeles (1967)


**Document 61: Columbia University Demonstration in New York City (1968)**

The document reprinted in *The Stonewall Riots* is Columbia University Student Homophile League, “We Protest the Kolb Panel,” 23 Apr. 1968, Phyllis Lyon, Del Martin, and DOB Collection, Box 21, Folder 1, GLBT Historical Society (San Francisco).

For a related source, see “Campus Liberation,” *Gay Activist*, June 1971, 11.


**Document 63: July Third Demonstration in San Francisco (1968)**


**Document 64: Los Angeles Police Protest (1968)**


**Documents 65-67: San Francisco Demonstrations (Apr.-June 1969)**


For related sources on pre-Stonewall police killings, see chapter 1. For related sources after Stonewall, see chapter 7.